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TRIAL OF THE HASKELL MULTICHARGE G UN. wood, of the Brooklyn Bridge, was intrusted with the work 
This gun-described and illustrated in the SCIENTIFIC of repair. Each cable was carefully overhauled and tbe tar 

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT of August 11, 1883--is now being scraped off. When a defective piece was found, it was c ut 
tested by a board of army and navy officers at San dy Hook. out and a new piece spliced in . The splicing was a difficult 
It is a breech-loader, weighs 25 t ons; is 25 feet long, and has and delicate job, for although it was easy to join the ends it 
a bore 6 inches in diameter. Arranged longitudinally along required care and judgment to subject the new piece to the 
the bottom are four pockets, which connect with the bore by right strain, so that it would bear its portion of the load. 
passages 4 inches in diameter, placed at an angle of 55 de- Slack wires would only add to the weight without helping 
grees. Each pocket is 22 inches deep, and at its greatest to carry it. :h:ach splice was put in with a grip machine, 
diameter measures 11;!i' inches. All the interior of the gun and the amount of strain was kept uniform by nice tests. 
-bore and pockets-is made of steel. In one large cable 175 wires had to be spliced, in another 

The principle upon which the gun works is, briefly, as 31, in another 75, in another 5, and in another31, while there 
follow�: The shot, which may be two, three, or even four are yet three to be examined. In the larger cables there are 
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One c OPY. six months postage included .... ... . .................. ... 1 60 there being fifteen grooves having one twist in 12 feet and a The work is very tedious. as only a few men can work at 

Uillbs.-One extra copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be supplied depth of six one.hundredths of an inch', and after it has been a time. After the repairs have been m ade the wires are gratis for every Club of tI ve subscribers at $3.2U each· adrtitional copteR at 
same proportionate rate. Postage prepaid. placed in the gun, disks of sole leather and copper, greased, covered with linseed oil, which is allowed to dry, when a 

Remit by postal order. Address are inserted behind it in order that the close fit thus insl'lred thorough application of white lead is put on. The wires are 
MUNN & co .• 2 61 Broadway, corner of Warren street. New York. may prevent the gas resulting from the first explosion from tben drawn together by bands of small wire 7 inches apart. 
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getting in front of the shot. The first charge, in tbe breech, The bundle thus formed is wrapped with wire one-sixteenth 
is of slow-burning powder, and is designed merely to start· of an inch thick, and it requires about 300 feet of this wire 
the projectile on its journey. As the shot passes the first to wrap one foot of cable. The work is then finished by 
pocket passage, the heated gases rush in and ignite the pow- coating with ordinary white lead. 
der, which is of a quicker burning kind. The speed is pro· When building the bridge tbe moorings were so cased in 
portionately increased. The same thing occurs with the masonry that they could not be examined. This added to 
second, third, and fourth pockets, the powder increasing in the cost and labor of making the repairs. In case it should 
its burning qualities with each successive dtocharge. The be necessary to repaint or repair the cables in the future. the 
shot issues with a velocity resulting from the combined ef- masoury has been replaced. by a water tight brick tunnel 
forts of all the powder; and although a greater quantity has provided with iron water shedders, and c overed with iron 
been burned than would be either possible or expedient in plates that can be lifted when admittance is desiI·ed. 
the ordinary metbod of loading, the gun has been subjected _ 4 I •• 
to no strain likely to prove hurtful. Technical Education in the Carriage 'J'rade. 

The aim of the gun is to deliver the shot from the muzzle At the recent con vention of the Carriage Builders' National 
with the same, or nearly the' same, pressure behinn it that it Association, by far the largest meeting ever held of members 
had at the start, and the follo wing readi ngs of pressures will of this trade, the related subjects of apprentices and technical 
show how nearly this was accomplished: breech, 20,200 schools for boys received a large share of attention. The 
pounds per square inch; tirst pocket, 10,000; second pocket, absence of any regular apprentice system in the trade was 
20,200; third pocket, 19,000; fourth, 20,500. It is believed deprecated, but the idea of establishing and enlarging the 
that further experiments will give e ven more uniform reo field of possible usefulness of technical schools was gene
suits. Various grades of powder are now being tested in rally approved. There has been for some time such a 
order to find that most suitable to the conditions. The fol- school in New York. under the auspices of the Association, 
lowing table gives the weight of shot and of the several of the results of which a satisfactory report was made. 
charges of powner, the pressures, and the velocities at 100 "Certificates of progress " and some minor prizes are here 

(Illustrated articles are marked with an asterisk.) feet from the muzzle: given, and also one" grand prize" is to be a warded at the 
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